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Abstract. Resistive strip Micromegas detectors have already proved to be
suitable for precision tracking in dense particle rate environment up to few
kHz/cm2. In order to achieve higher rate capability, with low occupancy, fine-
segmented strips could be replaced by few mm2 pads. A first prototype, with
readout and resistive pads connected by resistors embedded in an insulating
layer, has been constructed at CERN and first performance studies are presented.
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1 Small-Pad Resistive Micromegas

Developed in the ‘90s [1], Micromegas’ operation is based on its double gas gap
structure, drift and amplification gaps, where respectively primary ionization and then
avalanche multiplication take place. The drift region is generally few mm wide and is
separated from the amplification region by a planar mesh electrode, kept at order of
0.1 mm with respect to the anode plane through a pillars matrix. First ‘resistive’ [2]
Micromegas detectors were conceived with a strip readout plane and developed in view
of the ATLAS NSW muon spectrometer upgrade [3], where high tracking efficiency
was needed in a high background environment. The term ‘resistive’ refers to the
presence of a resistive plane of strips on the top of the readout plane, with a kapton foil
as insulator in between. This solution reduces possible discharges, quenched by the
resistive layer, without spreading too much the avalanche footprint and produces a high
efficiency detector (>98%) at rates up to 15 kHz/cm2. To increase even more the
measurable rate, we changed the resistive and readout planes from strips to small pads
(O(mm2)), lowering the detector occupancy. In this new configuration, the more
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complex part of the construction of the detector printed circuit board (PCB) is the high
voltage distribution to the resistive pads, placed inside the amplification gap, and the
signal routing from the readout pads to the front-end electronics. The problem has been
solved connecting each pair of pads (resistive/readout) through an embedded resistor of
few MX, giving the high voltage continuity and evacuating charges, while having an
almost capacitive coupling to the readout pads. Two prototypes [4] have been built
during the last two years; the first one, after some months of operation, exhibited HV
instabilities that were cured, in the second prototype, substituting the screen-printed
insulator between pad planes with kapton insulator (Fig. 1). This last prototype has a
matrix of 48 � 16 pads, 1 � 3 mm2 pitch (200 lm in between pads) for a total of 768
channels on a 5 � 5 cm2 active area.

2 Prototype Performance

We investigated the prototype performance using 55Fe sources, X-rays generator and
particles beams. The data analysis has yet to be completed, we are reporting here a
subset of our preliminary results.
55Fe Measurements. Detector gas gain (Fig. 2, Left) has been measured at different
amplification fields, showing results compatible with resistive strip Micromegas. Also
visible is a difference in gain of about 20% between data acquired with a low intensity
55Fe source (1.3 kHz), compared with a more intense (128 kHz) source. Since the same
behaviour has been observed in the detector current, when going from the moment in
which the high intensity source is placed on the detector to several tens of seconds
(Fig. 2, Right), we interpreted it as a charging up of the insulator present in the gas gap,
as, for example, among the resistive pads.

Fig. 1. Cross section of the PCB showing connections between resistive and readout pads
through the embedded resistors.

Fig. 2. Left: Gain vs HVampl. Right: Current vs time, after positioning of the high intensity 55Fe
source on the detector.
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X-Rays Measurements. To study the response as a function of the rate in a large
interval, we used an X ray gun available at the GDD laboratory at CERN, providing
8 keV photons coming from a Cu anode. To fix the impinged area, we placed on the
detector a Cu 1 mm thick plate with a hole of 10 mm diameter and we used an
attenuator to be able to reach also low rates (O(kHz)). Same kind of measurements
were also repeated with a 3 mm diameter collimator, without the attenuator. We were
able to explore a large rate range, as you can see in Fig. 3 (Left), where the measured
gain has been reported vs the rate/cm2, for different amplification voltages. The gain
experiences a reduction probably due to charging up phenomena and, in few percent, to
a voltage drop through the pad embedded resistors. A more accurate estimate of the last
effect needs further studies involving the X-ray intensity uniformity through the hole.
Data with the 3 mm diameter collimator overlaps on the previous one, in the same rate
range, as shown in Fig. 3 (Right), and continue to drop afterwards, showing anyway
that the detectors still has a gain of 4 � 103 at more than 150 MHz/cm2.

Test Beam Measurements. To study efficiency and tracking capability, we brought
our prototype at the H4 SPS area at CERN, were high energy muons and pions beams
are available. We used two resistive strips Micromegas with double coordinate readout
as tracking system and we placed our prototype in between; events were triggered by
two small scintillator counters. We studied pad cluster distributions and their collected
charge, position resolution and efficiency behaviour with respect to the amplification
field. We obtained 190 lm resolution on the x (precision) coordinate (Fig. 4, Left) and
800 lm on the y. Efficiency (Fig. 4, Right) is over 99% if only the presence of a cluster
per tracked event is requested, while over 98% if the pads cluster has to be found at less
than three sigma distance from the extrapolated point. Data about inclined tracks and
high rate pion beams have still to be analysed.

Fig. 3. Left: Gain dependence from rate/cm2, for different HVampl, 10 mm hole. Right: Gain
dependence from rate/cm2, for HVampl = 530 V and 3 mm diameter collimator.
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3 Toward Larger Size Prototypes: Embedded Electronics

While proceeding with the detector R&D (looking for the best resistive/readout pad
patterns, pads resistivity, etc.) we are also exploring the possibility of integrate into the
detector its readout electronics, embedding it on the back of the Micromegas PCB.
Since in our present prototype most of the PCB space is occupied by the pads routing,
limiting the scalability of the board to larger sizes, this modification will allow to
overcome this problem. A small prototype with APV25 [5] chip for the readout is
under construction at the CERN MPT workshop. It will be made of four regions having
128 pads each, matching the APV25 chip channels capability. Pads pitches will be
1 � 8 mm2 in three sections, and 1 � 3 mm2 in the fourth one, for comparison with
the previous prototype. Figure 5 shows front and back views of the PCB with the chips
associated circuitry, one of the four sections has also the APV25 chip bonded on it and
placed under a kapton protection.
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and the whole RD51 Collaboration for support with the tests at the Gas Detector Development
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Fig. 4. Left: Position resolution, x coordinate. Right: Efficiency vs amplification voltage.

Fig. 5. Front/back views of the readout PCB for the new prototype with embedded electronics.
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